One of the most fascinating things about birds is their ability to fly. When birds first arose from theropod dinosaurs, a group that includes the well-known and terrifying carnivore Tyrannosaurus rex, they were the first vertebrates showing powered flight. The origin of flight was a huge evolutionary transition and probably depended on several avian traits. One such trait is believed be the exceptionally small genome size of birds. Genome size has a significant influence on cell size because a smaller genome can be contained within a smaller nucleus, and a smaller nucleus leads to a smaller cell, which is less costly to maintain. Some researchers believe that the small genomes of birds created energysaving conditions beneficial for flight. However, unlike more familiar avian characteristics such as feathers, wings, efficient lungs and high body temperatures, the evolutionary history of genome size in birds was unknown. To investigate this area further, Chris Organ from Harvard University and his colleagues decided to explore the genome sizes of the dinosaur ancestors of birds.
But how can genome size be determined in extinct dinosaurs, whose only earthly remains are fossils? Fossils usually preserve only the mineralized parts of an organism, and small cellular details are typically lost. However, cells in bone called osteocytes are an exception. In living animals, individual osteocytes reside in small mineralized pockets called lacunae, and lacunae size can be measured from fossils. Because Organ and colleagues knew that cell size is related to genome size, they worked out the correlation between osteocyte size and genome size across living vertebrates. By using this correlation they could calculate the genome size of both theropod and non-theropod dinosaurs by simply measuring the size of their lacunae.
Interestingly, the researchers found that theropod dinosaurs had genome sizes as small as birds. On the other hand, ornithischian dinosaurs such as Triceratops, which didn't give rise to birds, had much larger genomes, similar to those of living reptiles. From these observations, the authors concluded that an abrupt reduction in genome size occurred in early theropods, well before the origin of birds.
Organ and colleagues were also interested in which parts of the genome had been reduced. In addition to the small portion of our genome made up of protein-coding genes, there is a large portion made up of so-called interspersed repetitive elements, which do not code for proteins or regulate gene expression. The authors knew that genome size is related to the number of interspersed repetitive elements in the genome, since larger genomes have a higher proportion of these elements. By correlating genome size to the percentage of interspersed repetitive elements in the genomes of living vertebrates, Organ and colleagues inferred the percentage of these elements in theropod dinosaurs, finding that the genomes of theropods had fewer interspersed repetitive elements than those of ornithischians.
The decrease in genome size in the close ancestors of birds was probably caused by reductions in the non-protein coding regions of the genome. This change likely occurred before the origins of flight, along with the appearance of other pre-flight features such as an efficient respiratory system and high body temperature. So, despite millions of years of evolution, it appears that T. rex and turkeys aren't that different! Graham R. Scott University of British Columbia scott@zoology.ubc.ca protein (CREB-GFP). They found that the mice could form a memory associating the tone with a foot shock even though onlỹ 18% of neurons glowed, showing that they were infected by CREB-GFP. This clearly shows that CREB is only required in ~18% of neurons of the lateral amygdala to form this memory.
In order to show that those neurons infected with CREB-GFP were the same neurons that were recruited to the fear memory trace, the authors looked for neurons that were positive for RNA of the activity-dependent gene, Arc, which is transcribed when neurons fire. Arc RNA found in the nucleus acts as a molecular marker, showing that a neuron was active in the preceding 5-15·min. The authors demonstrated that neurons containing Arc RNA were also positive for CREB-GFP. Thus, the neurons that had increased CREB function were the ones that were activated and recruited to form the fear memory trace.
What happens if you decrease CREB function in ~18% of neurons in a mouse that has normal CREB levels to begin with? Nothing; there were no memory impairments in this scenario because the remaining neurons with intact CREB function were able to out-compete the CREB-deficient neurons for inclusion in the memory trace. The authors propose that, during learning, neurons are selected to participate in a memory trace as a function of their relative CREB activity at that time. These findings could offer an explanation of why emotionally arousing stimuli result in such strong memories for associated cues. Stress activates the noradrenergic system, and the stress hormone norepinephrine activates CREB, meaning that emotionally arousing stimuli may cause CREB activity to increase in more neurons and prime them for memory selection.
